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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Dallas, Texas

September 18, 1964

RE : LEE HARVEY OSWAI)I

By letter dated April 7, 1964, the President's
Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy requested
Investigation be conducted to determine the source of the funds
used to pay for an advertisement appearing in "The Dallas
Horning News" on November 22, 1963,

Certain information concerning this advertisement
appears on pages 684 and 721 of the report of Spsoal Agent
Robert P . Gemberling dated December 10, 1963, at Dallas, Texas .

Additional information in this regard, and in particular
the interviews of Joseph P . Grinnan, 811 Wilson Building, Dallas,
Texas, is recorded on pages 298 to 304 of the Nay 18, 1964, report
of Special Agent Robert P . Gemberling at Dallas, Texas .

On September 17, 1964, the President's Commission
requested reinterview of Mr . Grinnan to specifically determine
if be ever knew Ice Harvey Oswald or Jack I. . Ruby .

On September 18, 1964, Joseph P . Grinnan, Room $11,
Wilson Building, Dallas, Texas, advised that he Ins river known
either Lee Harvey Oswald or Jack L . Ruby,
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D.t.
December 20, 1963

MARINA OSWALD was interviewed at 11611 Farrar

MARINA identified certain of her friends and
relatives in Russia as follows :

1 . INESSA YAKHLLM 1.s a graduate engineer . She
presently resides on Leningradskaya Street in Minsk. Her
present employment is Dot known .

2 . OLGA PETROVNA DMOVSKAYA is a girl frl.Ncd of
MARINA's who was employed as a pre-school age teacher in
Minsk . She is not presently employed as she has a &mall child .

3 . LIUBOV A"IONOV is the aunt of MARINA .

	

She is
MARINA's mother's sister and resides in Minsk. She is be-
lieved to be divorced but is still using her husband's name .
She. has been living with VASn .1 (LNU) for thA past eight years
although her legal marital statue to not known to MARINA .
She is a bookkeeper by profession .

	

Her place of work is
unknown . As far as MARINA is concerned, neithtr this aunt nor
her ~fosmer husband is known kin to Col . NICOLAI AKSIONOV .

4 .

	

LMIA PETRUSEVICH was a reighbor of MARINA's
in Minsk . She was a graduate of the lumber building institute
at Minsk and at the present time holds some administrative
position in the lumber building industry.

5 . LUDMILLA LARIONOVA-SEMIONOVA residua in Lenin-
grad at the address Zaozernaya Street $6, Apt . #4 . She is in
charge of a government import "tore in Leningrad .

6 . ELLY SOBOLEVA is a pharmacist- . She was MARINA's
schoolmate in the Leningrad pharmacy school . Because of the
low pay of a pharmacist, she is now studying microbiology in
Leningrad University.
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(rNU) -'JTIITISINA Uvc.3 in Leningrad . She is
the mother of OLEG ''A:USIIT, who i.s a former boy friend of
YARI _Oj~ .

	

Mra. TA-USINA is the mother who encouraged her
boy to marry

8 . LEONIDA (LNU) is a pr.~?.ctical nurt~a at the
Third Clinical Hospital-in Minsk . She is a spinster.

4 . ALFRED (LI.rd) i.8 a yruog man from Cuba who
is apparently an admirer of AN.7TA ZIEGER, who is a rrEm!;,sr
of the ZIEGER family from Argenti.r.-a who were friends of the
03WALDA in Minak.

	

ALFRED (LNU) and ANITA ZIEGER both spoke
Spanish.

10 . ALEXANDER RON9,NOVICH ZIEGER is the fat~:ex
of AN TA ZIEGER .-

11 .

	

ERI" TITTOVETS, Leningradskaya 1-11 in Minsk.
MARINA does not know whether ha is attending a school or not .
If he has completed the school, he may have changed his address .
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